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Abstract: A common approach used in quantifying the worth or benefit of electric service reliability
is to estimate the customer costs associated with power interruptions. The customer interruption cost
when an electric supply failure occurs depends on many factors. The absence of many of the data sets
required in a detailed evaluation of the customer outage costs makes it difficult to estimate precise
individual customer outage costs due to a specific failure event. This paper illustrates a method for
estimation the customer interruption costs associated with a specific outage event on a sample
distribution feeder. The information required performing a detailed estimation such as customer data,
load data and cost data is introduced and discussed. A computer program by Matlab software has been
developed to evaluate the customer outage cost, expected energy not supplied, interrupted energy
assessment rate associated with a specific failure event. These costs are a function of the time and
duration of the outage event. Finally, the effect of the time of outage and outage duration on a portion
and over the entire feeder is illustrated.  

Key word: Reliability worth, evaluation outage cost, expected energy not supplied, interrupted energy
assessment rate.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, by increasing the association of modern societies with electrical energy, the necessity of
achieving the acceptable level of the reliability, power quality and cost-effective immunity for customers, are
more significant.

Existence of inconsistency in different parts of a system and natural problems phenomenon, inevitably
caused the failure event and it could be decreased but never eliminated by enhancing the system Reliability.
In the recent years to making the equilibrium among enhancing the system Reliability and the customer cost,
is the main purpose in modern power systems.  By escalating the Reliability, the customer utility cost raise
moderately and if the customer utility cost declined, the reliability of system dropped dramatically to reach a
worthless rate. So, the most possible convenient mode occurs, when the summation of all these costs has a
minimum value.

Researching about the system Reliability had been no more evaluating from decade 1950, since it was
important in initial years, firstly surveyed in industrial unit and after that in both commercial and governmental
units. But in these days, the Reliability is concentrated and focused much more in residential unit, because,
the electrical equipment are applied in every houses.

It is too difficult to calculate the system Reliability directly, while extensive volume of data in power
network, effective parameters and other problems are valid in systems. For this reason, using of evaluating the
outage cost, for calculating system Reliability, is considerable.

By developing customer demands in peak hours and consumed seasons, where originate outage in network,
and obligation of some companies that electric companies to defray customer damaging cost, the importance
of this problem are more highlighted.

Outage cost, is divided in two parts, direct segment and indirect segment. Direct cost (short-term) itself
involves two classes, social and economic costs. The class of economic cost is just like interruption in
producing, spoiled production costs and etc. the social class considering transportation problems, undesirable
changing in buildings heat, dangers related to health, exterminate social prosperity and tranquility and etc. 

Indirect costs (long-term) are related to previous section results, including changes in scheduling programs,
commercial plants and etc.

In 1976, a Canadian company, Ontario Hydro, had evaluate the Reliability in network and had enhanced
it among its industrial customers (E. M. Mackay,1978). In another step, residential interruption cost in various
times and different seasons of a year, were studied by Saskatchewan university of Canada (G. Wacker,1983).
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In the next level, some of Canadian electric companies in co-operation with mentioned university achieved
worthy results about estimating Reliability and outage cost in industrial, commercial and governmental units
(G. Tollefson, 1994) (J. Gates, 1999).Countries including India, Greek and United State of America had
calculated the Reliability and outage cost for industrial, commercial, governmental and residential customers
(N. Kaur, 2002) (A.A. Chowdhury). Despite the existence of various units, methods due to compose data, is
designed for a group customers and other groups (S.A. Ali, 1999). Recently, by using related information,
methods for estimating customers cost is presented (Billinton, 2003) (R. Billinton, 2005).

In this paper, a method is expressed to calculating customer outage cost. this method has simpler algorithm
in contrast with other methods and calculate each feeder customers data such as rate, the mode of usage,
customer type, outage cost, Expected Energy Not Supplied and customer utilities cost ,in each parts of a feeder
and then it determine these parameters in various outages for total feeder customers. One of characteristics in
this method is, concerning all customer groups.

System Characteristics and Requirement Data:
In this paper, a feeder with 10 load points are evaluate where each of them supply several customers. In

this feeder, customers are divided in four classes: commercial, industrial, residential and governmental classes.
Figure 1. illustrate above feeder. 

Fig.1: Disscused feeder.

Required Data:
Generally, required data for implementing this program includes three parts:

1. Data related to customer characteristics. 
2. Data related to customer load. 
3. Data related to customer outage cost.

Data Related to Customer Characteristics:
Data related to customer characteristics involves position of load points, type and quantity of connected

customers to these points. The assumed characteristics in the paper, present in appendix. Achieving these
parameters is easy and it is possible to take these data from the electric company. 

Data Related to Customer Load:
Each network customers, has its consumption rate and factor individually, which are make achieving these

data much more difficult or even impossible (in governmental units and strategic places).For some of
customers, for instance industrial customers, purchasing specific amounts of demands from the electric
company. Also, these data can be used in calculating the amount of consumption from customer’s electricity
bill and defrayable costs.

Consumption factor is then also determined in the period of time. For each group one consumption factor
is considered, because, there is similarities in one group consumption method. This consumption factor
determines from the average of other customers factors.

Figure. 2 displays the consumption of groups mentioned in this paper. The time period for these
experiments is one day.
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Fig. 2: Consumption factors of different groups in one day (24hours).

Data Related to Customer Outage Cost:
This is one of the main parts of determining the outage cost.In general, as fallowing, there are three

methods valid for collecting these data:
1. studying about the occurred outages.
2. applying analytical method indirectly.
3. using customers directly.

According to customer’s variation with each varied individual data, it is inappropriate to use the first
method, because of its generality results. Furthermore, vast wide of coefficient parameters in calculating outage
cost including customer position, duration of failure, number of interruptions, the time of interruptions and etc.,
make analytical technique useless in measuring whole quantities. Therefore, the best and the most reliable
technique for achieving data is the third technique, which deals with costumers directly. There are many
methods to achieve customer's data directly, such as gathering filled-questionnaire forms by telephone,
correspondence, internet and personally interviews, where each of them has its own advantages and
disadvantages. It is noteworthy that mentioned methods have contrasts in time of data gathering, volume of
data and the cost of them. In general, basis on worldwide researching results, it is anticipated that the only
way, would be correspondence method. In this method customer has more sufficient time to respond and filling
in the questionnaire form (G. Wacker, 1983) (R. Billinton, 1998).The questions basically, presents customer
damage cost in terms of specific time duration like 1 minute, 20 minutes, an hour and 4 hours of outage time,
assumed in unwary situations and peak hours. These information, are unavailable in Iran, unfortunately.
Consequently, processes of some worldwide researches are surveyed to explain this part:In 1991, the survey
of Saskatchewan university research group, classify customers in commercial, industrial, and residential parts.
Random sampling technique of customer's electricity bill used to select a sample. In this research, for
residential part 4 numbers of interruption time from 1 to 4 hours had assigned and problems like lighting,
customer load intensity, turned-off kitchen devices and etc. in addition, commercial part, reports and
information about damaged productions, additional costs to compensate the outage costs and other costs were
requested from commercial customers. In industrial unit, just like commercial unit, the outage cost data were
collected by asking about: amounts of primary materials, re-operating costs, and device damaging costs caused
by failures, costs of using supporter generator, in addition to previous part's questions (G. Tollefson, 1994).
In 1998, Regarding to, sensitivity and secrecy of governmental documents, four number of Canadian large
electricity companies researched about utility costs for this class of customers. These researches authorized the
guidance part for calculating technique of outage cost and legally warrant from Canada government for organs
cooperation within questionnaire forms, to administrations and organs, thus data status changed to completion
(J. Gates, 1999). Additionally, in 2000, India presented such a similar research, which had the same basis
questions in Canadian survey with little variances due to climatic and geographic conditions of India, but it
focused and studied only on industrial groups of Panjab state. Customer costs data were demanded in summer
season (N. Kaur, 2002). Another example, were studied in 2001, between industrial and commercial customers
by Athena University in Greek, had divided customers basis on the level of voltage and its amount of
consumption (E.N. Dialynas, 2001). An American company, Mid-American Energy, in 2002, for evaluating
and enhancing the level of reliability, setup a complete research and classify its customers into 4 classes,
residential, commercial, industrial and governmental. presenting a complete questionnaire form to them, helps
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to achieve the amounts of damaging costs due to outage occurs in variant times (A.A. Chowdhury). Some
common points exist in these researches and list as fallowing: avoidance of writing unnecessary questions,
decline the number of questions and consequently, customers encourage to answer the questionnaire form. Also,
all surveys called by the name of universities, according to signification of university researches among people.
In some of these methods, the specific envelopes for sending back the questionnaire, mail to customers with
the address and stamp of university. Sometimes, they handout customer rewards for appropriation. In this way,
for achieving required customer data, above techniques are used.

Customer Damage Function: 
Achieve data, present damage costs regarding to each country currency. For instance, one Canadian

commercial unit reports that, basis on one hour outage, damaging costs is 10.00$.reported damage cost in
different times divide on customer demand peak to achieve data. If the currency is US-Dollar, the result is
basis on ($/KW) where this method known as normalization. A function called Individual Customer Damage
Function (ICDF) is introduced under some assuming, the load points were Linear Time Variant and tracing
these points were due to Outage duration time. Figure. 3 demonstrates one example of ICDF functions Achieve
data, present damage costs regarding to each country currency. For instance, one Canadian commercial unit
reports that, basis on one hour outage, damaging costs is 10.00$.reported damage cost in different times divide
on customer demand peak to achieve data. If the currency is US-Dollar, the result is basis on ($/KW) where
this method known as normalization. A function called Individual Customer Damage Function (ICDF) is
introduced under some assuming, the load points were Linear Time Variant and tracing these points were due
to Outage duration time. Figure. 3 demonstrates one example of ICDF functions.

Fig. 3: Individual Customer Damage Function.

Customer feeder data achieved from research results of different countries are collected in appendix.

Price Factor:
Another, factor in estimating damage cost is variances of customers Price Factor toward different outage

occurrence time. Therefore, variances of customers Price Factor for day-hours, the day of the week and the
time of year (months), is defined and calculated by the Price Factor Parameter. When the outage occurs in
above times, customer is the one who incurred. Thereafter, an average is determined from data gathered of
each groups. Table.1 shows the sample results for governmental unit, in terms of the days of a week (J. Gates,
1999). According to the given data in the table, the minimum of consumption belongs to Sunday, as a weekend
day. Hence, little groups of customers select it as the worst day.

Table 1: Price Factor for days of week.
Days of Week The worst day(percentage) Price Factor (Per-unit)
Monday 87 0.9255
Tuesday 89 0.9468
Wednesday 88 0.9361
Thursday 89 0.9468
Friday 94 1
Saturday 53 0.5638
Sunday 46 0.4893
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Similar results for other groups (industrial, commercial and residential) due to day hours and months of
the year will be achieving. Thus, three Price Factors will be calculating (hour, day and month). At first, for
quantizing this factor, the worst hour of a day, day of a week and month of a year is considered as the base
and other hours, days and months are designated based on Per-unit. The third column displays this factor for
the days of a week.When the outage time and the Price factor are clear, the Price for mentioned time can
calculate.

Evaluating Method:
In this part, MATLAB software used to evaluate the customer outage cost, Expected Energy Not Supplied,

and the Price for feeder points. This program can estimated all above items, by using mentioned data and the
flowchart demonstrated in figure. 4, beside, these amounts for whole feeder calculated from the summation of
all cleared points. In this flowchart equations and definitions comprised as:

Fig. 4: Overall customer outage cost evaluation process.

Usually, system losses are considered as a key parameter in efficiency discussions and technical and
economical utilization. In general, the DG units can decrease the losses by cutting off or reducing the load of
a part of network lines. It should be noticed that if DG unit generated power in a particular position, is more
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than the required power rate, the power flow direction in the network would be reversed, which might increase
the total lines power losses. Therefore, the first and the second indices of the presented method are LIp and
LIq, which respectively indicate the active and reactive power losses of the network lines. Relations (1) and
(2) well show how these indices are considered:

    (1)i 1 1 2 2 n nLPCDF w ICDF w ICDF ..... w ICDF      

       (2)i k k k 1 k 1EENS L d L d .....     

     (3) i k k k k 1 k 1 k 1 kECOST L d LPCDF L d LPCDF LPCDf ....         

     (4)i
i

i

ECOST
IEAR

EENS


In above equations,
i: number of load point.
N: number of customers in load point I.
LPCDF: Load Point Customer Damage Function.
W1,.....,Wn : Energy percentage curtailed for customer no. 1, 2,.., n.
dk: 1 hour, outage duration at hour(k) and this is the base time, other times calculated based on it.
Lk: Average load (kw) at hour (k).
EENS: Expected Energy Not Supplied (KW/hour).
IEAR: = Interrupted Energy Assessment Rate (US-Dollar/ KW).
ECOC: Expected Customer Outage Cost (US-Dollar).

Meanwhile, when the Outage duration more than 1 hour (long outage) occurs, according to variation of
customer’s power consuming in terms of hours, it is obligatory to incorporate these variation in the computer
program. As it mentioned in other previous sections, the time of occurrence and the duration of the outage are
two significant parameters to measure damage costs and in computer program used as the only inputs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As it shown in Figure.5, evaluation results of Expected Energy Not Supplied and Expected Customer
Outage Cost for a one-hour outage on the distribution feeder. Therefore, in order to display the influences of
occurrence time of the outage on the evaluation results. The event is assumed to occur on two special event
times. Then, 2:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. considered for one hour of outage occurs.

As it was anticipated, ECOST and energy losses in day time (afternoon) has much more higher measured
values than night time, because of wide range of energy consumption and its price along a day. This object,
specified clearly on figure.5.Regarding to feeder specifications, load points number 2 and 8 have the highest
consumption of industrial loads, beside, load point number 10 in addition to have relatively high consumption
of industrial loads, it has also residential load. Thus, as a result, the maximum energy consumption and
damages related to these three load points. However, load point 10 losses considerable energy, its damaging
is connivance and comes from low energy consumption for customers in one hour.Generally, the importance
of each kilowatt energy achieves from contrasting EENS cost for different load points. Another striking change
involves load points 9 and 5 because, respectively a hospital and ministry buildings located there, then the cost
of each kilowatt losses is considerable.

In brief, Load point 1 consist complete commercial data, therefore consumption energy and damaging cost
in 2:00am compared with 2:00pm, for this type of customers is connivance. According to given charts, it is
understood that load point number 4 (residential point) in contrast with other points in both specific event
times, suffered much less damaging.On the other hand, Expected feeder Customers Outage Cost can evaluate
in different times and different outages. It is obvious that, by increasing the duration of outage, the utility costs
and IEAR rise dramatically and vice versa.To pursuit the subject, IEAR, ECOST and weight factor of whole
feeder, calculated by the summation of all valid points in a feeder. Figure 6, illustrated an example due to one
hour outage in the 24 hours-day. Despite of hours with maximum and minimum damages and EENS, other
hours could determine easily.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of ECOST, EENS and IEAR in two different times of a day.

Fig. 6: ECOST, EENS and IEAR in 24 hours in a specific day.

Conclusion:
In recent years, with a dramatic growth of energy consumption in society, estimating ECOST is much

more considerable in power distribution companies.
In this paper, at first, influenced parameters on ECOST like the type of customers, amount of customer

consumptions in time of outage, occurrence of the outage (month, week, day and hour) estimated. This part
is very difficult and important in cost interruption evaluation that based on statistics data. By using this
method, ECOST in various time and duration of the outage, can easily find. Beside all, according to evaluate
damage cost and energy consumption, the time of the forced outage (like repair times for any components in
feeder) could estimate with minimum ECOST for feeder customers.
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Appendix:

Feeder's customer information.
LP Name of customer Customer type Customers no. Customer damage function($/kw)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 hours 1 hour 20 min

1 Shop building materials commercial 1 9.12 1.73 0.81
businesses commercial 6 10.44 2.61 0.67
café commercial 1 7.42 3.49 1.68

2 food factory industrial 1 41.22 20.5 16.12
mining industrial 1 5.86 2.48 1.85

3 Textile factory industrial 1 21.7 6.94 3.7
Overall unit sales commercial 1 9.12 1.73 0.81
Transportation office governmental 1 19.85 7.02 3.5

4 department Residential 4 1.812 0.1626 0.0278
5 Furniture sales commercial 1 75.9 15.065 5.576

Large building Residential 3 1.812 0.1626 0.0278
Ministry governmental 1 53.32 21.1 13.48

6 institute governmental 1 45.8 20.8 9.12
bank commercial 1 14.59 4.08 2.26
shop commercial 1 31.32 8.55 2.96

7 Food shop commercial 1 31.32 8.55 2.96
industrial workshop industrial 1 25.16 9.08 3.86

8 Chemical industrial industrial 1 25 25 16
Rubber Factory industrial 1 5 1.4 0.48

9 Governmental office governmental 1 24.15 8.13 3.22
hospital governmental 1 17.66 6.78 4.34
Educational Center governmental 1 5.84 1.54 0.413
office governmental 1 161.93 57.09 26.58

10 Iron alloy factory industrial 1 75.9 15.065 5.567
Printing office industrial 1 1.812 0.1626 0.0278
Large home Residential 3 53.32 21.1 13.48
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